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introduction
If you're reading this Ebook it would be because
you resonate with the leading edge; you feel called
to be a part of a global shift in consciousness
which is making waves in every facet of the human
experience.
It's no secret that the current affairs of our world
are in dire straights; present systems are breaking
down and the unsustainable methods we employ in
our civilization are causing dramatic and
potentially life-threatening effects in almost every
domain of our way of life.
Yet even as we are faced with great challenges,
there is a growing number of people who are
‘waking up’ and recognizing that deep, systemic
changes are necessary if we are to salvage the
situation and shift the trajectory of humanity's
fate.
Where there is a problem there will be someone
there with a solution. And there ARE solutions to
the problems we collectively face. Though it has
been my experience that the real barrier to having
these solutions implemented is the presence of
Emergent Humans willing to make the changes in
their own lives and assist in creating a space for
the solutions to take root.

Now we arrive at the real heart of what this ebook
is about and what it is for.
It is important that when we endeavor upon a
journey of collective transformation that we have
a consistent language in which to communicate
with and to ensure understanding and
comprehension with regards to certain concepts
and ideas.
Therefore this short ebook will explore some of
the ideas which I feel compelled to communicate
and others I wish to expand on, which specifically
deal with The Emergent Field and Emergence in
general.
I will also spend some time describing what I feel is
the most practical means of entering into this
collective shift in consciousness and how best we
can participate in the process of Emergence
ourselves.
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what is emergence?
Evolution. the appearance of new properties or species in the course of
development or evolution.

Simply, Emergence is another word for evolution. This
definition, however, is not sufficient enough to fully
encompass the breadth of transformation that
emergence implies. At least in the context in which it is
being used here.
We do not simply have a set of new capacities coming
online within the human race; or even the rise of a new
kind of human. This, of course, is implied when talking
about Emergence but there is a degree of specificity
which needs to be included so that we have an allencompassing understanding of this phenomena.
The nature of human activity on the planet today is a
reflection of a particular altitude of consciousness; in
fact, it is the interplay between several altitudes vying for
dominance over the landscape of human affairs. The
byproduct is a tension that begets what many understand
as polarization. We see this most clearly within the
domains of politics and religion, the two most coveted
creations of mankind.
Historically, whenever there has been a polarization,
whether it is in the name of ideology or power, the two
extremes engage violently with each other until there is
only one left standing to survive the procession of time.
What makes our current predicament dire in this vying for
dominance is that the current controlling ideology,
Materialism, has brought us to the precipice of systemic
unsustainability.
In other words, within this continuum, we have at one end
humanity and at the other Gaia. I would not contend that
the Earth is actively trying to rid itself of our presence. I
do not perceive the planet as being malevolent. It is
driven by natural laws which exist in a fragile balance. A
balance which, for the last 200,000 years or more have
allowed us to evolve and thrive.
We now find ourselves teetering on the edge of that
balance. Some would say we have already tilted it too far
and the consequences of this are beginning to take shape
around the world; most notably with climate change.
From this conflict between “mother and child”, we have
the emergence of a new altitude of consciousness which
specifically responds to the crisis at hand.

There have been “quantum leaps” before in the
13.5 billion years of universal evolution but
nothing quite like this has happened specifically
with humans. Humanity has always taken baby
steps; barely crawling forward in progress and
many times over almost becoming extinguished
by its own ignorance and stubbornness.
Now we have a rise of a human being capable of
tapping into the universal intelligence and
becoming co-creators with the pattern of
creation; a pattern which was fathered at the
moment of the big bang and has been the
‘foundation which all successful life and its
evolution’ emerges from.
In simple terms; We can change the course.

This
is
New

This is new.
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out-of and in-to
Whenever something moves through a
transformation, it is growing into something
new, and growing out of something old. A tree
emerges from a seed; it grows out of the seed
and into a tree. The same is true for us; we
grow into an adult out of childhood.
Humanity has been in a state of developmental
infancy. We are still threatened by the
potential of extinction by our capacity to harm
ourselves. Much like the dangers present with
small children, the environment and our
immature behaviour can become a deadly
combination, as can be seen with the current
state of the world.
At this precipice of emergence the potential
to “level up” out of infancy and into a more
mature altitude of being is presenting itself in
the lives of more and more people, providing
the opportunity for the solutions which are at
our disposal to be integrated into the
collective “we” spaces of our civilization.
We can look out into the world and clearly see
what we are evolving out of -- but what is it
that we are evolving into?

the emergent human
If we can say that humanity as a collective is evolving out-of an altitude of immaturity and self destruction,
developmentally as a species, then what exactly are we evolving in-to?
The Emergent Human is the next plateau of evolution for our species. It has also been referred to as the
Meta Human and Homo Divinus. What distinguishes this stage of development from what has come before is
the capacity for world-centric [and even cosmic-centric] perspectives, reflected through holistic and
integral lifestyles and a collective resonance with the sacred.
The process by which we have arrived at this point of emergence has been a painstaking journey over
hundreds of thousands of years. With each new person starting at square one in their individual
development, collective evolution has been curbed by humanity’s slowest members. However, with the
appearance of the emergent human, our collective development into higher stages of being can be
accelerated.

the emergent field

The Emergent Field is a term I use to describe what has been called before as the noosphere by Teilhard, but
with a couple of additional elements. This field was not just created once complicated states of
consciousness came online, but is the “parent pattern of creation”, present since [and ideally before] the big
bang.
Think of the emergent field as a ‘creative, dynamic, and motivating dimension of intelligence, wisdom, love,
and evolution’, which human beings are always connected to, but only through ascending into higher
altitudes of consciousness can become conscious of. It is the One Mind which our seemingly individual,
localized mind arises from. Though in this individuation, the capacity and potency of the mind is reduced to a
mere shadow of its true ground of being.
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As a human being breaches into 2nd tier consciousness through contemplation, meditation, state training,
and psychological development [AQAL], we become participatory in the activity of this field. It is the
‘bubbling pool which all genius arises and all peaceful being dwells’.
The Emergent Field propels life forward, and the presence of humans gives rise to the potential for this field
to be interacted with; we can participate in the process of emergence consciously but only when we
develop and cultivate the necessary “mental and spiritual faculties” to become resonant with its creative
impulses.
Next, we will touch on some of the ways you can begin your journey [or augment] your current life practice.

Tending to your Garden
It is important to understand that we are eternally engaged
in the emergent field. The aim here is to be engaged with it.
It is this field, this parent pattern, which guides all mental
and biological life to evolve and grow. It is the foundation of
cellular growth and complex social matrixes, the birth and
death of stars as well as the birth and death of braincells.
Therefore a meaningful life practice is not designed to give
us something we don’t have; on the contrary, it is designed
to remove the blockages we have created. By becoming
stagnate in our modes of being in the world, we stunt our
capacity to be receptive to the creative impulses of the
emergent field.
Therefore, we will take a quick tour of the areas of focus
which are most meaningful in dissolving the blockages to
this receptivity and how to propel our capacity to enter into
conscious participation with the Emergent field; thus
augmenting our development and by proxy our collective
evolution.

waking up
A popular idea in mainstream spirituality is the concept of “enlightenment”. With its roots in mysticism and
wisdom traditions, enlightenment is believed to be the “flowering experience of consciousness into its full
and pure state”. The downside is that most people believe it to be a near-impossible mental achievement,
requiring a life-time of meditation and spiritual practice.
State-training is no simple endeavor, and for the beginner will seem like a daunting, self-defeating practice
with little to no results. We have to bear in mind that most of us are only typically engaged [consciously]
with the waking state, and even that is a bit of a stretch. For the most part, our decision making and
behavior is governed by subconscious mental patterns etched into our psyche by past trauma and future
anxieties.
As a simplified practice in stretching our ‘mental muscle’, we can begin with simply expanding our
awareness of our field of being. That is to say, taking time in meditation to broaden the scope of what we
are aware of.
Begin with the breath, then move your awareness to each part of the body. Relaxing each as your awareness
focuses in. Then stretch out further to include more of what you are aware of within the sensory domain;
the room your in, the house or apartment, the street, the city, etc. This simple practice, done consistently
every day, will develop your innate receptivity to the subtle and strengthen your conscious awarerness.
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growing up
How we progress along the vertical line of
development is determined by many different
factors. One of the barriers to ‘growing up’ is the
limited sphere we encase ourselves within known as
the “comfort zone”. This zone is created and
maintained by the ideological and emotional
limitations we generate when we identify solely with
the body-mind.
Maturity is not something that is correlated with
physical age. A person of 40 does not always exhibit
the maturity of someone who properly developed
over the course of those 40 years; in fact, most
people rarely enter into the higher stages of
adulthood, mentally, until much later on in life [if
ever at all].
Growing up is about developing a “wider field of care
and responsibility”. The stages themselves can be
simplified into 3 categories;
Ego-centricity
Ethno-centricity
World -Centricity
It is at the stage of world centricity where an
individual can now include the entirety of the human
race and all living things into their “field of being”. In
concert with this stage would be a more subtle state
of consciousness which “withdraws the veil” of
seperation between apparent, outside objects into a
single dimension of life.
Take some time for introspection.
Do you feel that you have an inclusive belief
system?
How far does your “field of being” reach? What
and who does it include?
What do you take responsibility for?
The answers to these questions will make clear
where you are in stage development and where
perhaps you need to put more focus on maturing.

JUST A PRIMER!
I realize that there is a lot of content in this ebook and that you may or may not be familiar with
some of the terminology which I present. There is a lot of material to cover and I am trying here
to condense it in such a way that you get the core elements and themes of what I am trying to
illustrate with words.
I invite you to visit my blog where you can find more detailed explanations of many of the
themes shared in this ebook; and perhaps even do some of your own research online.
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cleaning up
In other words, cleaning up is about Shadow Work. Each of us have had a lifetime of traumatic experiences,
long standing grievances, emotional and physical wounds that have yet to fully heal, and a idealogical frame
of reference which keeps our ‘comfort zone’ thriving.
This is the real meat of our life practice. Necessary for real development in any other domain of being,
Cleaning up [shadow work] is focused on removing the psychic and emotional blockages that have built up
over time and have not been healed and released.
And because of this, they play out subconsciously in our behavior and decision making, causing more
problems then they do solutions. Psychotherapy is a prominent means of working through our shadow
elements, in concert with a healthy meditative and contemplative practice.
Healing the mind is essential in “tilling the soil of our soul” so that we may become more receptive [and more
participatory] with the Emergent Field.

showing up
This area of focus has to deal with our “field of being” and how we participate in it. The nature of how we
‘show up’ in the world reveals how in-tune we are with the relationships we have in our lives.
In what way do we show up with our family, friends, neighbors, bosses, teachers, the environment, the poor,
the rich?
In what fashion do we engage with the world around us?
Set against the spectrum of development in the line of growing up, we can tell whether or not we are
engaging with our field of being in an Emergent way. That is to say, are we living from a space of kindness
and inclusivity?
Do we engage with others with a recognition of their sacredness, with respect and love?
The manner in which we show up in the world is a meter we can utilize to gauge how much Waking up,
Growing up, and Cleaning up we might need to do.

moving forward
In the coming weeks and months, I will be spending as much
of my free time creating content for both my website and my
blog. This will include more free ebooks, live and prerecorded videos, as well as practices for entering
consciously into the Emergent field and participating with its
“Creative outpouring”.
Also, I will be creating an online community that will provide
the opportunity for everyone interested to participate in
conversations and discussions, offer insights and practices,
and give feedback on the content that is offered through my
website and Facebook page.
The Emergence is a global event happening all over the
Earth; its being talked about by many great minds around the
world who are also spreading information about how to be
conscious participants in this field; this is simply my own
“humble stone” tossed in the vast ocean of human growth,
peace, and abundant love.
Blessings
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reference and sources
The material found within this eBook is the byproduct of 15 years of personal study, practice, and engaging
with the leading edge of spirituality, religion, philosophy and psychology. Some of the idea's presented
therein are not "new", but have been provided in a novel way, in my own words.
I would be committing an injustice if I did not provide the related source material of my study and learning,
so that those who provided me the opportunity to grow and discover receive their due credit, as well as
providing the opportunity for those who read this eBook to follow up on the ideas in their own time and way.
Below you will find a compilation of sources which I have considered instrumental to my learning and has
provided me the necessary framework to be able to share it with you.
Blessings

integrallife.com

https://www.barbaramarxhubbard.com/

kenwilber.com

http://cac.org
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